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Forward 
 
Literacy teachers are bombarded with a myriad of daily tasks and 
decision-makng demands, among them, decisions regard selection and 
delivery of teaching strategies. Many different resources have been 
developed to support teachers in that process. The purpose of this 
particular handbook is to provide explicit step-by-step protocols for a 
select group of instructional strategies that have proven useful in 
classroom and clinical settings.   
 
Having said that, the path to professional growth goes far beyond 
following step-by-step strategy protocols. Teaching continues to be a 
never-ending journey of engaging, reflecting, researching, and revising 
practice. To that end, fellow professionals are encouraged to take 
advantage of the cautions, considerations, and noted reference links 
that are provided for each strategy. 
 
Rod Winters,  
January 2019  
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Strategy Lesson 1: Sound Boxes 
 
Sound Boxes are a graphic strategy designed to provide visual support for students as they begin to develop the 

ability to segment phonemes, an important component of phonemic awareness.   

 

Teach the Strategy 
 

Stage 1.  When students are needing support to distinguish individual phoneme sounds.   
  Directions: I’d like to show you how to use sound boxes to think about the sounds we hear in 

words.   I am going to draw some boxes for the sounds we hear in the word “bed.” Draw boxes as 
you are pronouncing each phoneme in the word: b/e/d/.  Now I’ll place one marker above each box: 

 

   
  Now watch. As I say each sound in the word bed, I am going to move a marker down into a box:   
 

     
  Now I’d like you to try a few.  Draw boxes and place markers for 3 phoneme words:  DOG, HIT. 
     
Stage 2.  When students have some control of phonemic segmentation and the association of letter 

sound associations are appropriate. 
 Directions: (Follow the same procedure as in stage one, but as you move the marker down for the 

first phoneme, begin asking about the letter that is associated with that sound. Example: After the 
student moves down the first marker for the sound of /m/ in the word MAT, ask, “Do you know what 
letter we’d likely see for that sound if we read the word in a book? (Tell the student the letter if 
needed.)  Would you write that letter it in the first box please?   

 

   
  Yes, the letter m usually goes with the sound /m/.  Let’s put the other letters in.   
            
Stage 3.  When students can consistently make one to one sound letter associations, and the 

introduction of digraphs is appropriate.  At this stage, the number of boxes should still match 
exactly the number of phonemes. However, when a single phoneme is represented with two letters 
(for example /f/ as “ph”) use a dotted line to split the sound box that represents that sound.  This 
cues students that it takes two letters to represent the sound. The dotted line in the sound box 
below would be used for the word “THIS” where the first phoneme /th/ is represented by 2 letters 
rather than just one.  

   
         

Cautions and Considerations 
 
 a.  The sound box strategy should only be used with short words. 
 b. You can use sound boxes during guided writing time to help students get in the habit of thinking 
   through the spelling of short words in their own writing.  

 

Reference 
 
McCarthy, P. A. (2008). Using sound boxes systematically to develop phonemic awareness. The 

Reading Teacher, 62(4), 346-349. doi:10.1598/RT.62.4.7 

https://doi.org/10.1598/RT.62.4.7


  

 

Strategy Lesson 2: Give it a Go Spelling 
 
Use this scaffolding strategy to help student actively problem solve their way through spelling difficult 
words.  Have students make the first attempt and then use the symbols below to provide feedback.  After 
feedback, invite students to make another attempt independently.  If students move past a 3rd attempt, 
praise effort and supply correct spelling as it would be seen “in a book”  Note – This strategy is most 
useful for students below the syllable affix stage of spelling development.   
 

+ correct O omit a letter ^ insert a consonant 
v insert a vowel 

~change letter order 

 
 

First Try Second Try Third Try In a book 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

Reference 
 
Bear, D. R. and Templeton, S. (1998). Explorations in developmental spelling: Foundations for 

learning and teaching phonics, spelling, and vocabulary. The Reading Teacher, 52(3), 222-
242. 

 
 

 



  

 

Strategy Lesson 3: Listening Thinking Activity  
 

The listening thinking activity is designed to expand vocabulary, build background knowledge and stimulate active 

engagement with material that is being read aloud to students.  Its primary mechanisms for doing this are labeling 

of observed illustrations, activation of prior knowledge surrounding elements of the illustration and prediction of 

expected elements of text, and discussion of author choices.  

 

When to use the strategy: 
Use this strategy when you need to engage student attention, cross-fertilize student background experiences, and 

build text-related vocabulary.    
 

Teach the Strategy 

 
1. Show students the front cover and title of the story (or chapter section). 
 
2. Ask students to elaborate on what they see and what might be happening in  
 any illustrations. 
 
3. Ask if they have ever read a story or seen movie related to the title or illustrations. 
 
4. Brainstorm potential predictions about what the author might choose to write about in the 

text. 
 
5. Read to a good stopping point in the text. 
 
6. Talk about the match between predictions and any surprises. Then discussing what has 

come so far, make new predictions about what the author is likely to write about next.  
 
7. Continue alternating between viewing, listening and discussing throughout the text. 
 

Cautions and Considerations 
 
a. Use this strategy when students have a foundation of language, but you wish to expand their 

listening vocabulary with unusual general terms, literacy terms or technical content area terms.  
b. The strategy can be used to introduce a text for a few pages, before kids read on their own.  
c. Find and use logical stopping places that provide strong cues for predicting upcoming events. 
d.  Beware of stopping so often that you “ruin” the flow of the text.   You may want to stop three or 

four times and then, just read to the end of the section without stopping. 
e. The strategy can be used one on one, in small groups, or even in large groups. 
f.  The strategy can be used to support expanded vocabulary fo rEnglish learners. 

 
Reference 
 
Reutzel, R. D. & Cooter, R. B. (1992). Teaching students to read: From basals to books. New York: 

Macmillan Publishing. 
  



  

 

Strategy Lesson 4: Listening Language Experience Activity (LLEA) 
 
The listening language experience procedure is based on the idea that, "What I think I can say; what I 
say I can write; and what I write I can read." Language Experience Activity was first proposed by Roach 
Van Allen as a way to approach reading instruction based on a child’s own experience and langague 
about that experience.  In the classic version, a teacher might provide a shared experience by taking 
students on a short sensory walk or by showing a striking image. The teacher and students then work 
together to create sentences describing what was noticed. These sentences then form the basis of 
reading instruction, being read, expanded, and revised over several days.  
 
When to use the strategy: 
Use this strategy when students need to develop an understanding of content area vocabulary and are 

expected to use the academic vocabulary to communicate their understanding in a content area.  
 

Teach the Strategy 
 
Phase I: Students listen and engage in paired talk about the readaloud 

1.  Prepare by selecting a text that is within student’s listening level, and chunking it into 4 sections.  

2.  Preview the first picture, and ask students to orally name what they see in the illustration 

3.  Predict what the author might have chosen to write about the picture & read the first segment. 

4.  Read several pages aloud, stopping to explain key vocabulary and concepts key to the meaning. 

5.  Pair students and have them talk with a partner about what they have ust heard. 

 
Phase II: The teacher takes dictation as students share their partner talk 

6.  Invite a series of volunteers to share a sentence about the text they just listened to.  

7.  Write each volunteer’s sentence as it is shared, restating it in expected English grammar if needed. 

8.  Read aloud each sentence as soon as you have written it, pointing to each word as you go. 

9.  Invite students to read the sentence along with you a second time.  

9.  When the composition is finished, have students read through it all together as a choral reading. 

10.Copy the dictated “story” and cut into sentence strips for pairs to put back together the next day. 

 

Cautions and Considerations 
  
 a.  Expanding student vocabulary is an important aspect of this strategy. Help students to incorporate  
  important academic vocabulary into their retelling by rephrasing what they say if needed. 

b.  Reading the finished composition of dictated sentences could be a bit of a stretch for students, so 
it is wise to have students in pairs when they are working with sentence strips the next day.  

 

Reference 
 
Nestle, D. D., & Dixon, C. N. (2008). Using the language experience approach with English language 

learners: Strategies for engaging students and developing literacy. Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin 
Press.  



  

 

Strategy Lesson 5: Phonics - Synthetic 
 
Synthetic phonics begins by teaching specific sound associations for the targeted phonic elements.  
Students are then taught to blend individual sounds together to form complete words.  Finally students 
are engaged with decodable text, that is, text with large numbers of words that can be decoded using the 
phonic elements just taught. 
 

When to use the strategy: 
Use this strategy when you want to provide very explicit instruction in a rapid call and response fashion.      
 

Teaching the Strategy 
 
1.  Choose a specific set of consonants and vowels to be taught in the lesson. 
 If your child had strong control of most consonants, you might choose th, ph, ch, and short o. 
 
2.  Find a passage that contains many examples of the target phonic elements. 
 You might find a passage that has words such as chip, phone, chat, etc..  As an alternative, you 

might compose a short passage that contains a high number of such words. 
 
3. Present each phonic element and teach it by directly telling.  
 “ These are the letters t and h.  When they are together, they make the sound /th/”  
 “ These are the letters c and h.  When they are together, they make the sound /ch/” 
 
4. For vowels, teach a specific rule. 
 “When an o comes in the middle of a short word, it makes the sound /ah/.   Since we hear /ah/ when 

we see an o in the middle of short words, we call /ah/ the short sound for o.  I’m going to show you 
some short words that have a consonant before the o and a consonant after the o.  When you 
pronounce the short words, I will expect you to say /ah/ 

 
5. Present words with the target phonic elements 
 - Have students say each phoneme separately 
 - Then have students blend the phonemes together (“say it faster”) 
 
6. Give students a double purpose to apply the strategy within a teacher selected passage:   
 - Be ready to answer what happens to the boy in the story (comprehension) and  
 - As you come to words that have ch in them, make sure to use the sounds we just talked about. 
 

Cautions and Considerations 

 
This type of explicit direct instruction is recommended for struggling early readers.  However, the rote 
drill and practice is a concern.  It may not hold student interest for long.    

 

Reference 
 
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, NIH, DHHS. (2000). Report of the national 

reading panel: Teaching children to read: An evidence-based assessment of the scientific research 
literature on reading and its implications for reading instruction. 

  



  

 

 

Strategy Lesson 6: Phonics - Analytic 
 
Analytic phonics begins with known sight words that contain the target phonic element.  Students 
analyze (“analytic”) the sound letter correspondence in the known words, then transfer that 
understanding to decode new words. 
 

When to use the strategy: 
Use this strategy when you want to reinforce sound symbol associations that students may already have deveoped 

an awarenes of in the process of thinking about preivously learned sight words.   

 

Teaching the Strategy 
 
1.  Find a passage that contains many examples of the target phonic element. 

If you are trying to teach the sound association for “ch”, find a passage that has a lot of words that 
start with ch, or compose a short passage that contains a high number of such words. 

 
2. Present sight words that contain the element.  
 -Present 3-5 known sight words containing the element. For example: chat, chip, and chop 
 
3. Analyze the known words. 
 -Display the words and have the students pronounce each one. 
 -Ask how the words are alike. 
  “I’d like you to say each word that I have in front of you…….Now that you have  
    pronounced the words, do you see any way that they are all alike?….. Yes, they all 
    have a “ch” at the beginning. 
 -Ask students what sound they associate with the letters 
  “What sound does ch make in these words”.  Give assistance helping student isolate  
    and hear the sound if necessary. 
 
4. Guide transfer to new words 
 - Present three of the words the students will see in the passage you selected  
  In the above example, your passage might include words such as check, chuck, and chase 
   “In just a minute I will have you read a story.  In the story you will find several 
   words that contain the letters ch.  I’ll show you the first one now, and raise your  
  hand if you can figure out how to use the ch sounds to say the word.”  Continue with others. 
 
5.  Apply the strategy within context.   
 - Have the students read the passage that you selected at the beginning.   
 - Give them a double purpose:  “Read to do two things:   
  1) be ready to answer what happens to the boy in the story (comprehension) and  
  2) as you come to words that have ch in them, make sure you use the sounds for ch  
   that we just talked about. 
 

Cautions and Considerations 

 
 This strategy depends upon prior knowledge of a set of sight words, and common rimes.  
 

Reference 
 
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, NIH, DHHS. (2000). Report of the national 

reading panel: Teaching children to read: An evidence-based assessment of the scientific research 
literature on reading and its implications for reading instruction. 



  

 

Strategy Lesson 7: Cross Checking 

 
This procedure is designed to teach a self-monitoring strategy for detecting decoding errors while 
reading independently.  It does this by focusing attention on a basic lesson: Words we read in a text must 
always do two things:  1) Make sense, and 2)  Match the letters on the page. 
 

When to use the strategy: 
This strategy is used when students are not cross checking (monitoring).  Teach the strategy when you 
are monitoring a student oral reading and see/hear the child mispronouncing or omitting words and then 
continuing on without self-correcting. 
 

Teaching the Strategy 
 
1.  Choose material the student has already read from a sample IRI passage or from a library book at 

instructional level. 
 
2. Tell student that reading must always do two things (see above).  If it doesn’t do those two things, the 

reader needs to stop, reread, and figure out what’s wrong. 
 
3. Tell the student you are going to read the first paragraph aloud and you will be making a mistake 

somewhere.  You want the student to follow along and stop you when you have made a mistake that 
either 1) doesn’t make sense, or 2) doesn’t match the letters. 

 
4. Read the first paragraph and purposeful omit a word or mispronounce a word. If student catches it, 

congratulate, and have him/her explain what you need to do to fix the mistake. 
 
5.  If student DOESN’T catch the mistake, stop at the end of the paragraph.  Tell the child you have 

made a mistake, but you’re going to give him/her another chance to catch you in the act. Reread the 
passage, making the same mistake. If child still doesn’t catch the mistake, reread just two sentences 
where you made the mistake and point out where the mistake was. 

 
6.   Continue until child catches at least two or three mistakes. Then have child read a paragraph & 

purposefully make a mistake which YOU catch. 
 
7.  Tell child, that is what good readers do – they monitor to see if they are making sense and matching 

letters and if they aren’t, they STOP and figure out what went wrong. 
 
8.  “Now, let’s move into our regular reading in the library book, and I’ll want you to stop and back up to 

try to figure out what went wrong if you’ve read something doesn’t make sense or doesn’t match the 
letters.” 

 

Cautions and Considerations 
 

Use this strategy when a child has basic sight words and basic phonics, but is saying things that 
don’t make sense and still continues on reading without self-correcting. 

 

Reference 
 
Clay, M. (2005). Literacy lessons designed for individuals part one: Why? When? And How? Portsmouth, 

NH: Heinemann. 
  



  

 

 
 

Strategy Lesson 8: Drastic Sight Word Procedure 
 
The drastic sight word procedure is an adopted and modified form of VAKT (Visual, Auditory, Kinesthetic, 
Tactile) instruction originally proposed by Grace Fernald.  It was developed in an attempt to build sight 
vocabulary by stimulating intense attention to sound - symbol correspondence via multiple modalities.   
 

When to use the strategy: 
This is intended as a short term strategy to be used when students need intensive help with developing a 
core sight vocabulary.   
 

Teaching the Strategy 

1.  Choose a short story or passage.  The child should be able to read a good share of the words.  Use 
a library book that has 2 to 3 sentences per page, such as the Rookie Reader series.  If a child is 
missing more than 2-3 words per page, find an easier book. 

2. Have the child utilize the blank strategy as s/he reads first page.     
 a.  Say "blank" and continue reading to end of the sentence. 
 b.  Return to the problem word, use context and initial consonant to predict word. 
 c.  Cross check to make sure the word makes sense and matches the final consonant. 
3. When you have finished the sentence: 
 Identify any high frequency words that the student had to stop and decode.  (Do not try to work with 

every hard word on the page.  In particular, pass over names and words that are unlikely to appear 
again.) 

4. Alert the child to come to full attention. Say "watch and listen to exactly what I am going to do and 
say.  When I am finished, you will need to do exactly the same thing in exactly the same order."   

5.   Model the exact study procedure you expect child to use 
 a.  Pronounce the word 
 b.  As you pronounce the first syllable, write it on a piece of paper  
 c.  Pronounce and write the second syllable 

d.  Check the child's attention (It is imperative that the child be attending to what you write as he 
hears each syllable.  If not, begin again from the beginning of this procedure.) 

 e.   Pronounce the entire word as you underline each syllable with a pencil. 
 f.  Ask the child if s/he is ready to follow your model:   
  -Accept only "I can do it!" as an affirmative answer 
  -If child says "Again", demonstrate the procedure again 
  -If child says "I can do it" - fold the paper over to cover up your spelling.    
 g.  Child must mimic the steps correctly and exactly three times in a row. 
6.   Make a flash card for each word 
 a.  print the word on the front  
 b.  print a  sentence the child can read on the back and which contains the flash card word. 
 c.  put the flash card in a pile for daily review 
  

Cautions and Considerations 

 
This is a highly intrusive one-on-one teaching strategy for a small percentage of students, It is highly 
unusual to need this strategy for more than a few students. Stop using it after a child has developed a 
core bank of 70-100 high frequency sight words. 

 

Reference 
 
Fernald, G. M. (1943). Remedial techniques in basic school subjects. New York: McGraw-Hill.  

  



  

 

Strategy Lesson 9: Decoding by Analogy (The Telephone Game) 
 
The telephone game is a learner friendly strategy for helping students employ common spelling patterns 
(rimes) to decode similar words.  It was developed in an attempt to show students a real world situation 
where they could see that the strategies they had been using so far were valid, but that other strategies 
were needed as well.  
 

Teaching the Strategy 

 
1.  Review the Known: Review strategies students can use if they get stuck on a short word they don’t 

know: Say ‘blank’ and read to end of sentence. b.  Sound it out    c.  Reread 
 
2. Explain when those strategies won’t work: 
 Remind students that that procedure works well when they are reading a book with sentences.  

However there are times when readers come to words and there isn’t a sentence to help them figure 
it out.  Then they have to use a different strategy.  One such time is in reading a telephone book. 

 
3. Show students when and why they may need this strategy: 
 “All right, so let’s say that I am a salesperson and I am calling people on the phone to try and sell 

them something.  What might I be selling? (Accept any reasonable answer).  OK, so I look in the 
phone book, I run my finger down the page and I come up with this name...”  Write the name you 
have made up which contains a targeted decoding element (EX:  MR. LURT for r control.  Stick to 
one-syllable names where students have control of all phonic elements except one.) 

 
4. Let students see how you think by “Thinking Out Loud”: 
 Teacher to him/herself but loud enough so kids can hear:  “Let’s see, the L and T are no problem, 

that middle part would trip me up if anything is going to...URT, I know I’ve seen that somewhere 
before...URT.  I know.  I know the word HURT is spelled that way (*write it up below LURT).  OK, if 
that is HURT then this word must be LURT.”  To students:  OK, who wants to be this person and get 
my phone call? 

 
5. Have students give it a go while you listen, tell them what you see them doing, and suggest 

improvements. “Let’s have you check it out with a partner, just to be sure before I telephone one of 
you.”  Partner students, have them whisper to their partner and come to agreement.  “ When you and 
your partner agree, signal that you are ready by spreading out your hand on the table like a 
telephone receiver (only thumb and little finger sticking out). 

  Call on one person to be the salesperson and call you.  “When I pick up the phone, you will 
start by saying ‘Hello, is this Mr.______?’  If you pronounce my name correctly, you can try to sell me 
a pizza.  If you don’t pronounce my name correctly, I’ll say ‘No it’s not and hang up on you.”  

 

Cautions and Considerations 
 

This strategy is accessible to nearly all students, and is intended to be demonstrated repeatedly in 
short bursts in order to instill the habitual independent student use as needed. Use for two or three 
names with target decoding elements and then move on to regular lesson. 
 

Reference 
 
Adams, M. J. (1998). "The Three-Cueing Systems." In F. Lehr & J. Osborn (Eds.), Literacy for all: Issues 

in teaching and learning, 73-99. New York: Guilford Press. 
 
  



  

 

 

Strategy Lesson 10: Hotdogging (Syllabication) 
 
Hotdogging is a learner friendly term for a strategy for breaking long words into smaller parts (breaking 
multisyllabic words into individual syllables).  The strategy gets its name from an experiential 
demonstration using real hot dogs and buns in a classroom.   
 

When to use the strategy: 
Use this strategy when students are capable of decoding single syllable words but struggle with longer words.  
 

Teaching the Strategy 
 
1. Hot dogs are heated on a hot plate in the classroom.   

2. Students are each given a hot dog in a bun.  The teacher has used a marker to write a multisyllabic 

word on the side of each student’s hot dog bun.   

3. The teacher asks for a volunteer.  “How much of this hot dog do you think you can eat in one bite?”  

Student places bite mark on bun.   

4. “What would happen if you pushed it in even further and tried to eat it all in one bite?”  Student: 

“Choke.”  Teacher: “Exactly.  It's the same in reading.  When you come to a long word, you need to 

take small bites so you don’t choke.” 

5. Teacher draws line between syllables on each child's bun indicating where to take a bite. 

6. Teacher demonstrates how this applies in a text by stopping on a long word, writing it on board, 

indicating where to split “bites” (syllables) and then using rimes to decode each bite.  

7. Teach explicit step-by-step protocol to answer the question How do I ‘hotdog’ a word?  

a. When come to long word, say blank, read to end of sentence. 
b. Come back 
c. Split word into 2 or more parts 
d. Think of other words (rimes) that you can use on first part 
e. Pronounce first bite 
f. Repeat steps for other bites 
g. Put bites together to get close to the long word 
h. Think of a word that sounds like that and makes sense. 

 

Cautions and Considerations 

 
This strategy only works when students have heard the word used orally before and are 
reading text where there are no more than 1 or 2 unknown words in a sentence. 

 
Adapted by R. Winters.   
 

Reference 
 
Miller, W. H. (2001). Reading skills problem solver. New York: Wiley & Sons, Incorporated.  

 
 
  



  

 

 

Strategy Lesson 11: Echo Reading with Intensity 
 
The Echo Reading Procedure is designed to provide an immediate demonstration of fluent oral reading.  
The teacher reads a line of story and the student echoes the reading back to the teacher, imitating 
correct pronunciation, expression and phrasing. 
 
When to use the strategy: 
Use this strategy when students have been briefed on repeated reading.   This strategy is a way to move 

away from emphasis upon speed more toward an emphasis upon expression.  
 

Teaching the Strategy 
 
1. Select a text that is at instructional reading level for the student. 
 
2. Read the first sentence, making sure that you are phrasing and reading with expression, while the 

student follows along in a copy of the text.  
 
3. Ask the student to stop and think about which words in the sentence are most important to the 

meaning of the sentence.  Assist as needed in the discussion.  Then read the sentence one more 
time, making sure to emphasize the chosen word.    

 
4. The student repeats what the teacher has just read, attempting to mimic the phrasing and 

expression of the text, just like the teacher did it   
 
5. The sequence repeats for the entire passage, with the teacher increasing the amount of text from 

one sentence to two sentences, etc.  as she feels the student can handle it.   
 
6. After reading through the text completely the first time, a second reading can be done paragraph by 

paragraph, so the student can see the arc of meaning across and between sentences that guided 
reading with expression and understanding.     

 
 

Cautions and Considerations 
  

a.  Make sure that you are very clear in “chunking” the phrases into meaningful units as you read 
expressively.  The idea is for your student to begin thinking in larger chunks based on meaning 
of the text rather than thinking and reading based on word by word decoding. 

b. If students are having trouble identifying which words are most important, have them think about 
reading the text as if they are angry and slapping their hand down on the table for one of the 
important words in the text.  

 
Adapted by R. Winters.   

 
Reference 
 
Walker, B. (2012).  Diagnostic teaching of reading: Techniques for instruction and assessment (7th ed.).  

New York:  Pearson Publishing. 
  



  

 

 
 
 

Strategy Lesson 12: Repeated Reading for Beauty 
 
Repeated reading is a widely used strategy for assisting students with rapid word identification.  Its 
primary mechanism for doing this is by having a student read a text until a given degree of time, speed, 
or expression is achieved.  This version emphasizes expression by  separating the process into two 
steps:  reading for accuracy and reading for beauty. 
 
When to use the strategy: 
Use this strategy when students are capable of decoding most single syllable words independently but 

have choppy, word-by-word reading, or have comprehension due to low reading rate.  
 

Teaching the Strategy 

 
Stage 1: Reading for Accuracy 
 
1. Select a passage of approximately 100 words in a text that is at the student’s instructional level. 
2. Read for words the first time.  Ask the student to read the passage aloud to you, while you take a 

running record. If the student has difficulty identifying any words, tell the student think about the 
word for a few seconds, then say blank, and go on.  Assist the student with any difficult words.  Ask 
the student to read the entire sentence where there was a problem, then prompt the student to use 
the reading tools available for decoding unknown words.  Give the least intrusive assistance 
possible. 

3. Rehearse for accuracy.  Tell the student to move away to a corner of the room and rehearse 
reading, returning to you when s/he can read the words the words accurately without hesitation,  

4 Read for words a second time-  Same as for the first reading.  Share the two running records with 
the student and have the student notice any changes.  Repeat the procedure if necessary, until the 
all words are accurately pronounced without hesitation.  Move to stage two.  

 
Stage 2: Reading for Beauty 
 
1. Model reading for beauty.  Model expression by reading the first few sentences in the text aloud, 

taking care to emphasize key words important to the meaning of the passage. Have the student echo 
it back to you, and continue for a few rounds until the student understands what reading with 
expression means.  Then assign the student 3-4 paragraphs to rehearse reading for beauty as if 
presenting it on stage.  

2. Rehearse for beauty. The student prepares the passage to read for beauty.  Allow him/her to read 
out loud while facing a wall or recording into a tape recorder and playing back.   

3. Give feedback.  The teacher monitors the reading for expression, providing feedback on areas of 
difficulty and modeling until expression is evident. 

          

Cautions and Considerations 
  

Consider having students actually prepare a reading read and share it with students from a younger 
grade level, in order to provide an authentic purpose for the strategy.   

 
Adapted by R. Winters. 
 

Reference 
 
Rasinski, T. (2006), Reading fluency instruction: Moving beyond accuracy, automaticity, and prosody. 

The Reading Teacher, 59(7), 704-706. doi:10.1598/RT.59.7.10 

https://doi.org/10.1598/RT.59.7.10


  

 

Strategy Lesson 13: Vocabulary Anchors 
 
The vocabulary anchor procedure utilizes a visual graphic designed to help students construct 

meaningful associations between newly encounter vocabulary and already known concepts.  
 

 
 
When to use the strategy: 
Use this strategy when students need to extend their immediate prior experience with a concept that is 

closely related but not the same.  
 

Teaching the Strategy 
 
1. Tell students you’d like to use a drawing to think about a word they may not have seen or heard 

before. Begin by drawing a sailboat with a rope connected to a rectangular anchor.  Think of a 
familiar word that has a meaning similar to the target word, and place the familiar word on the 
anchor, talking with students about the meaning of the word.   

 
2. Next, write the target word in the sail.  Explain that the target word is similar to that word in some 

ways, but not like it in other ways.   
 
3. To the left of the anchor rope make a bulleted list of the similarities between the two concepts as 

you explain the critical similarities to the students.  
 
4. Explain to students that in spite of the similarities, there are some differences. To the right of the 

anchor rope make a bulleted list of the critical differences between the two words.  
 
5.  Have student briefly talk with a partner about a memory they associate with either the target word 

or the already familiar word.  After some students share, draw a quick image of one of the shared 
memories in the sail on the sailboat, explaining drawings gives as another way to remember words. 

 
6.   Post the completed drawings of new words around the room, and invite students to review the word 

posters as you collect more in the coming days and weeks.  

 
Reference 
 
Winters, R. (2001). Vocabulary anchors:  Building conceptual connections with young students. The 

Reading Teacher, 54(7), 659-62. 
  



  

 

Strategy Lesson 14: Word Mapping 
 
Word Mapping is a graphic organizer-based strategy for closely examining several aspects of t key 
words that are deemed important to a particular area of study.  A variety of different graphic layouts have 
been suggested for word mapping; however, beyond the definition of the term, most include 
consideration of meaning such as examples, descriptions, and some type of categorization.  

 

 

 
 

 
When to use the strategy: 
Use this strategy when to help students actively construct or extend meaning of a key term that fits into a 

general category (“oil” fits into the category of natural resources). 
 

Teaching the Strategy 
 
1. Explain to students that today you are going to show them a way to make a map of their thinking 

about a word that is important to understand deeply.  
 
2. Show students the blank word map template and identify the target word as you write it in the middle 

box.   
 
3. Work with students to help them to answer each of the three primary question areas, providing 

examples and assistance as needed, and record their answers in the empty boxes:   
 a. Work from the bottom up, a starting point might be to ask for some examples of the term.  
 b.  Ask what all of the examples have in common (What is it like?) 
 c. Ask what the target word is an example of (or what category the target word fits under) 

 

Cautions and Considerations 

 
 Model the strategy initially several times using concepts familiar to students, before moving the 

strategy to independent use 

  
Reference 
 
Schwartz, R. M. & T. E. Raphael (1985). Concept of definition: A key to improving students' vocabulary. 

The Reading Teacher 39(2), 198-205. 
  



  

 

Strategy Lesson 15: Morpheme Triangles 
 
Morpheme Triangles makes use of the power of graphic representation and highly interactive guided 
discussion to build word consciousness and deep understanding of transferable morpheme knowledge. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Teaching the Strategy 
 
1. Project an inverted pyramid template on a projected smartboard. In the middle of it, write a word from 

a current reading selection. The word should contain three high utility morphemes that appear often 
in student reading.  

2. Talk to students as you audibly break the target word into its associated morphemes, visually using 
dashes to separate the word parts on the template. 

3. Using the space outside the upper left corner of the pyramid, begin a guided brainstorming sesion 
with students about other words both you and they know that have that same word part.   

4.   Once a good number of words have been accumulated, ask students if they see any 
possible links in meaning among words in the list. A plus signis noted in front of words when 
a meaning link is detected. A question mark is used if students don’t see a connection. 

5. Looking at the words with the pus sign in the list, work with students to come up with a user-
friendly definition of what that word part typically means in words.  Record this working 
definition on the inside of the pyramid corner. 

6. Continue in similar fashion to the other 2 morphemes which are written in the two remaining 
corners of the pyramid.   

7. Once all three corners are completed, “add together” the working definitions of all three 
morphemes to arrive back at the original word, and alert students to make note of the word 
when they encounter it in the upcoming passage.  

 
Cautions and Considerations 

 
 Adjust the geometric shape if needed to match the number of morphemes in a chosen word. 
 

Reference 
 
Winters, R. (2009).  Interactive frames for vocabulary growth and word consciousness. The Reading 

Teacher, 62(8), 685-690.    



  

 

Strategy Lesson 16: Herringbone 

 
The Herringbone procedure is designed to help students attend to literal understanding of a text by 

providing a visual framework for students to anticipate and record significant information.  Each 
bone represents one of the 5 W questions:  who, what, where, when,  

 why, how (and one interesting detail) 

 
When to use the strategy: 
Use this strategy when students are able to decode words, but are struggling to recall literal information. 
 

Teaching the Strategy 
 
1. Provide students with a blank visual frame n the form of a fish skeleton with a three bones on each 

side of the backbone and porject it on a classroom screen. 
 
2. Teacher Guided Practice:  Using a story or information article the students have just read, walk the 

students through completion of the fishbone frame by answering each of the questions below and 
writing the answer on the projected template 

 
 a.   Who or What was this mostly about? 
 b.   What is the author saying about that person or thing? 
 c.   Where did this take place? 
 d.   When did this take place? 
 e.   Why did this happen? 
 f.   How did this happen? 
 
3. Peer Guided Practice  

a. Partner students and assign one person as the recorder to write down the answers on a frame. 
b. The other partner reads the first part of the text to see if s/he can answer one of the questions. 
c. The pair then alternates reading and recording until they have completed each bone on the fish. 
d. The teacher circulates and assists students with clarification when needed. 

 
 

Cautions and Considerations 
 

a. Intial use should be with material at student independent or easy instructional reading material. 
b. Less advanced students may need additional sessions of guidance from the instructor, while 

more advanced students can use the frame independently o create a written paragraph summary  
of the text. 

 

Reference 
 
Harvey, S. & Goudvis, A. (2007). Strategies that work: Teaching comprehension to enhance 

understanding (2nd ed.).  Portland, ME: Stenhouse.    



  

 

Strategy Lesson 17: Probable Passages for Informational Text 

 
Probable Passages is a pre-reading strategy that takes a more active approach to the presentation of 
key vocabulary prior to a reading passage.  Students are asked to engage in a guided discussion of key 
terms from the upcoming passage and then use those vocabulary terms to compose reasonable 
sentences prior to encountering them in the reading selection.  
 
When to use the strategy: 
Use this strategy for engaging students in actively processing key content area vocabulary and active 

comprehension of meaning from a text.   
 

Teaching the Strategy 
 
1. Selects 5-8 key vocabulary terms from an upcoming section of informational text and introduce them 

to students by projecting them and ensuring they understand the correct pronunciation of each one.     
 
2. Ask the students to mentally choose two of the words that they feel they can most easily explain to 

someone else in the classroom, and one of the words that they would like to hear another student 
explain to them.  Then give students time to turn and explain to another student the word(s) they 
identified as most easily explained. 

 
3.  Call on random students to share one of the words they explained to a partner.  As students share 

aloud, guide their explanations by validating partial answers, providing clarification, and extending 
understanding through use of examples, taking note of key points of the interaction and projecting the 
notes for the whole class to see. 

 
4.  Continue asking students to volunteer to share explanations for other words from the list that have not 

yet been explained.  If there are no volunteers for the last few words, provide your own explanation 
using common language and examples. 

 
5.   Ask students to think for a minute about any connections they see among the words.  How are the 

words related?  Is one of the words an example of another word? If the author of the text is going to 
be writing about these words, what might the main point be that s/he be trying to make in the section 
about to read? 

 
6. Ask each student to take the role of the author of this upcoming passage, and write several 

sentences that combine 2 or more words from the list. Have students share the completed sentences 
with a partner.   

 
7. Give students time to read the passage, then return to partner talk to talk about how they would 

change their sentences now that they’ve read the passage.   
 

Cautions and Considerations 

 
 Make sure to leave adequate time for partner discussion both before and after the reading of the text. 
 

Reference 
 

Wood, K. D. (1984). Probable passages: A writing strategy. The Reading Teacher, 37(5), 496–499.  
  



  

 

 
 

Strategy Lesson 18: ReQuest Procedure 
 
The Reciprocal Questioning Procedure (ReQuest) is designed to increase inferential and evaluative 

comprehension through modeling of higher level questions as purposes for reading.  Its primary 
mechanism for doing this is by alternating periods of question asking between the teacher and the 
student learner.   

 
When to use the strategy: 
 
Use this strategy when students need to have support for thinking beyond the literal level of text or they 

need to have help in setting their own higher level purposes for reading.    
 

Teaching the Strategy 
 

1.   Select a text that is at student instructional level and then select 4-6 stopping points in the material 
before the lesson begins.  The stopping points should be at the end of meaningful thought units. 

 
2. Introduce the procedure and tell students that you will be giving students a chance to play the role 

of a teacher today by taking asking questions every so often in the reading of the text.  
 
3. Both you and students read silently to the first stopping point. Then tell students that you are going 

to close your copy of the text, but they can keep their text open so they can use it to think of really 
good thinking questions for you.  

 
4. Call on 1 or 2 students to ask you questions about the text..   Answer it and explain how she came 

up with the answer.  
 

5. Tell the students to read to the next stopping point and then close their texts so you can ask them a 
question, as the teacher.  Ensure that all questions you ask are high level inferential or experience-
based questions.  When students answer ask them to tell how they came up with the answer.. 

 
6. The process repeats as teacher and student move through each stopping point.  After four or five 

stopping points, the teacher asks for a prediction of what will happen in the rest of the material and 
releases the child to read the rest silently. 

 
7. Over a period of time, more student questions will be posed at the inference level as students begin 

realizing and imitating those kinds of questions from the model of the teacher questions they 
witness.  

 
 

Cautions and Considerations 

 
Over time students will begin to elevate the level of their questions to imitate the type of questions 
you ask to them.  Don’t be surprised if students ask low level questions at first, that you may or may 
not recall. If you don’t know the answer, simply tell them that you don’t recall and let them tell you 
where the answer is in the text.  Avoid commenting about the type of question asked at that point.  

 

Reference 
 
Manzo, A. (1969). The request procedure.  Journal of Reading, 13, 123-126. 



  

 

Strategy Lesson 19: Reciprocal Teaching 
 
The reciprocal teaching procedure is a broad-based approach to increase comprehension through the 
use of questioning, summarizing, clarifying, and predicting.  It’s primary mechanism for doing this is by 
having student alternate with the teacher as discussion facilitator over a piece of text.  
 
When to use the strategy: 
Use this strategy when students need a general procedure for thinking deeply about a text and can 

handle a cluster of comprehension strategies simultaneously.   
 

Teaching the Strategy 
 
1. Select a text that is at the instructional level. Then select stopping points in the material before the 

lesson begins.  The stopping points should be at the end of meaningful thought units - not just in the 
middle of a sentence at the end of a page. 

 
2. Introduce the procedure and tell students that they will be taking turns leading the discussion of the 

material.  The teacher elicits discussion of the title and predictions for what will be found in the f irst 
section of reading.  She and the students then read to determine which of their predictions is actually 
fulfilled. After students have finished reading to the stopping point, the teacher asks them to comment 
on whether the prediction was fulfilled or whether the author chose a different path.   

 
3. Question-  The teacher asks a higher-level question to check on solid understanding of the passage.  

Students answer and are asked to justify their answer by citing a specific place in the text. 
 
4. Clarify-  The teacher asks each child to identify a word or phrase that “might be confusing to a reader 

younger than you.”  As students identify a word, the teacher and other students tell how they would 
explain that to a younger reader. 

 
5. Summarize-  The teacher then models the creation of a four-point summary of the material read.  

She thinks aloud as she decides which points are important enough to be included, asking for a 
modest degree of student input in the process. 

 
6. Repeat the sequence with a new stopping point-  The teacher asks for a prediction of what direction 

the author will take in the subsequent section of text and the group repeats the steps of predict, 
question, clarify, summary. 

 
9. Alternate leadership responsibility.  The teacher invites students to take turns being “the teacher”.  

Teacher discretion dictates whether the student does all four parts of the procedure or only one 
section.  Eventually students may take over the full discussion as teacher support fades away. 
     

Cautions and Considerations 

 
During initial teaching sessions with younger or inexperienced students, focus on  the 
prediction step and repeatedly use this step until students are comfortable and confident.  As 
you continue to use the strategy, begin adding a second and then a third and fourth 
component.  

 
Reference 
 
Palincsar, A.S. (1986). Reciprocal teaching. In Teaching reading as thinking. Oak Brook, IL: North 

Central Regional Educational Laboratory. 
  



  

 

 

Strategy Lesson 20: ACTIVE Q Annotations 
 
ACTIVEQ Annotations are designed to help students become engaged readers through active 
consideration and processing of text that they encounter.  The annotation notes can be written in the 
margins of a text, as sticky notes, or in a separate Word document.   
 

When to use the strategy: 
Use this strategy when students need to move from a passive stance toward reading into an active 

stance.  
 

Teaching the Strategy 

 
1. Talk with students about the ways that good readers connect with text.  Establish a list of ways that 

people connect such as:      
 A = Activate prior knowledge 
 C = Compare or contrast with other articles or experiences 
 T = Talk Back to the Author:  Question author’s inconsistencies or bias 
 I = Image – Draw an image to help you remember a critical point  
 V = Vocabulary – Note key vocabulary and apply a vocabulary strategy 
 E =   Employment – what would you employ from the article in your own teaching 
 Q = Ask a question about something you’d like to have clarified 
 
2. Model connecting with text 

a.  Have students follow along as you read a section of text from an overhead. 
b. Start with the title – and immediately link 3 terms from your prior knowledge 
c. Stop and make a connection to prior reading or lesson as you read the passage 
d. Continue processing text as you read and think aloud, using a variety of different connections 
e. As you progress, begin making brief notes that in the margin whenever you make a statement 
f. Go back and code the notes by the ACTIVEQ codes to make sure you have variety. 

 
3. Partner students 

a. Partner students and agree on stopping points at the end of each page or end of each column. 
b. Partners take turns reading and saying something 
c. In the margins, the partner listening, takes very brief notes on what is said 
d. When done the partners go back and code the notes using ACTIVEQ codes.  

 
4. Independent use  

a. Assign students a few pages of text to read. 
b. At the end of each page have students make a brief written comment 
c. When done  reading, students come back and code their comments using the ACTIVEQ codes. 

 

Cautions and Considerations 

 
The strategy can be modified for less advanced students by introducing only a few of the 7 types of 
codes at a time, and gradually building up to more variety of interaction 

 
Developed by R. Winters. 
 

Reference 
 
Eanet, M. G. & Manzo, A. V. (1976). REAP – A strategy for improving reading/writing/study skills.  

Journal of Reading (8), 647-652  

http://www1.ncte.org/store/books/123373.htm


  

 

Strategy Lesson 21: Critical Questioning Protocol 
 
The Critical Questioning Protocol is designed to help students analyze and interrogate assigned texts for 
author point of view and credibility concerns.   
 
When to use the strategy: 
Use this strategy to help students move from a passive stance of accepting information to questioning 

the source and reliability of the information. 
 

Teaching the Strategy 
 
1. Talk with students about the ways that good readers connect with text and visual messages.  

Establish a list of ways that critically informed people approach text and visual messages using 
questions such as ... 

 A = Anticipation- What would I expect an informed person to write or say about this topic?  
 B = Bias-  How do word or image choices indicate the author’s bias or point of view?  
 C = Credibility –How does the author link to other credible sources of information? 
 D  = Dissonance – What information doesn’t fit with what I’ve previously heard or read? 
 O = Omission- What information might be downplayed, quickly dismissed, or left out? 
  
2. Model connecting with text: 

a. Have students follow along as you read a displayed section of text. 
b. Start with the title and first sentence or two.  Immediately begin thinking aloud about three or so 

key points you might expected a well-informed author to include based on your prior experience 
or reading on the topic. 

c. When you get to the end of a section, stop and consider one of the critical question prompts. 
d. Do several rounds of this, using a variety of different critical prompts 
e. As you progress, begin making brief notes in the margin about your responses to prompts. 
f. Go back and code the notes by the ABC codes to make sure you have a variety of questions. 

 
3. Partner students 

a. Partner students and have them read to stopping points at the end of each page or section. 
b. Partners take turns asking one of the ABC question types, and answering.  
c. Using sticky notes, the partner listening, takes very brief bulleted notes on partner answers. 
d. When done the partners go back and code the notes using the ABC codes.  

 
4. Independent use  

a. Ask students to ask and answer one of the ABC questions at the end of each page in a reading. 
b. When done with the reading, each student comes back and rates the credibility of the 

information just read on a scale of 1 to 4, justifying their rating with the coded ABC notes. 
 

Cautions and Considerations 

 
Use this strategy with material that students can decoding and comprehend well, so focus 

can remain on unearthing points of view, assumptions, and potential bias. 
 
Strategy developed by R. Winters. 
 

Reference 
 
Ader, M. & Rougle, E.  (2005). Building literacy through classroom discussion: Research-based 

strategies for developing critical readers and thoughtful writers in middle school. New York: 
Scholastic.   



  

 

Strategy Lesson 22: RAFT Writing 

 
The RAFT Writing strategy can be used as a powerful pre-writing strategy and also as a means of 
helping students understand the central nature of audience and its strongly influence on author word 
choice and sentence structure.   

St 

 

 
 

Teaching the Strategy 
 
1. Model a Think Aloud lesson with the students to share your process of pre-planning for an authentic 

piece of writing that you are interested in doing. In your Think Aloud planning, make use of the 
graphic image above with the flag in the template. Be sure to identify each of the RAFT elements.   

2. Next have students help you complete the temporary lead statement as it would look for the piece of 
writing just discussed. Then share with them a few key points you plan to make in the paragraphs 
you’re going to need to write in order to accomplish the purpose of the writing.   

3.   Provide students with a copy of the template with each of the blank spaces in the temporary lead 
statement filled in, except for the audience.  

4.   Provide half of the group with a formal audience for the writing prompt (such as a principal, or city 
council member) and the other half of the group with an informal audience for the writing prompt 
(such as a parent or relative).  Have students work with a partner to plan key points of paragraphs. 

5. When students finish writing, have them share their work with a classmate that used a different 
audience target.  Discuss differences as a class, noting how the audience changes what was said. 

 
Derived and adapted by R. Winters 

 
Reference 
 
Dean, D. (2006). Strategic Writing: The Writing Process and Beyond in the Secondary English 

Classroom. Urbana, IL: NCTE.  

http://www1.ncte.org/store/books/123373.htm
http://www1.ncte.org/store/books/123373.htm


  

 

 

Strategy Lesson 23: Retrospective Comprehension Analysis 

 
The Retrospective Comprehension Analysis (RCA) is designed as a structured interview in 

which instructors guide students through an informal discussion about their answers to 
silent reading comprehension questions from a previous day’s lesson. The intent of the 
RCA is for both teacher and student to gain understanding of underlying issues that may 
be leading to less than complete understanding of the author’s intended message.  

 
When to use the strategy:  Use this strategy when students appear to be able to decode text 

with ease and read orally with expected words correct per minute, but responses to literal 
and inferential comprehension questions indicate less than complete understanding. 

 

Teaching the Strategy 

 
1.  Preparation: prepare to meet with the student by reviewing student retelling of a text and 

student answers to comprehension questions from the previous day’s lesson.  
 a. Analyze for patterns of accuracy in the unaided retelling: 
  - Is there a pattern in the location of recalled information (early/middle/ending section)? 
  - Is there a pattern in type of recalled information (big ideas/details; literal/inferential)? 
 b. Analyze for patterns of inaccuracy in the unaided retelling: 
  - Is there a pattern in the location of missed information (early/middle/ending section)? 
  - Is there a pattern in type of missed information (big ideas/details; literal/inferential)? 
  - Is there a pattern with addition of information not found in the text? (prior knowledge)? 
 c. Analyze for patterns of inaccuracy in the answered comprehension questions 
  - Is there a pattern in the location of missed information (early/middle/ending section)? 
  - Is there a pattern in type of missed information (big ideas/details; literal/inferential)? 
  - Is there a pattern with addition of information not found in the text?(prior knowledge)? 
 
2. Retelling Retrospective: Meet with the student and explain that today you’d like to talk with 

the student about his/her understanding of the passage that was previously read.   
 a. Show the student a copy of the text that s/he will be able to mark up. 
 b. Tell the student, one phrase or sentence at a time, what you recorded when the student  
  was asked to retell the passage and have the student underline the place in the passage 
   that supports the response.    
 c.  Continue until all pieces (phrases) of the student retelling have been underlined. If the  

 student included information not supported by text, ask the student to think about 
 where that information came from (prior knowledge, overheard others, etc.) 

 d.  Prompt the student to notice any patterns about questions answered correctly and  
 incorrectly (see 1a & 1b above).  Guide the student to analyze the patterns as 

  opposed to you, the instructor, informing the student of your insights.   
 
 
 
 
 (continued on next page) 
  



  

 

3.  Comprehension Question Retrospective:  Repeat the same process, working your 
 way sequentially through the student responses to the comprehension questions.   

  a. Start by first focusing on a question that was accurately answered in order to provide 
   sense of positive student capabilities.   
  b. Have the student underline the place in the passage that supports the  
   response that was given.    
  c. However after that, alternate between questions that yielded correct and incorrect  

  answers. Continuing until all comprehension questions have been reviewed. 
   -If student included information that was not supported by text, ask the student to  

   think about where that information came from (prior knowledge, etc.) 
   -If a student answered a question with “I don’t know,” or a similar response, ask   

   the student to try to find any information in the text now that would provide a   
   basis for answering the question. 

  d. Prompt the student to notice any evident patterns. (See 1a,b,c above.)  
 
4. Planning Self-regulation for Better Comprehension:   
  a.  Speaking with the student, summarize the strength patterns for accurately answered  
   questions that have emerged during the interview. 
  b. Remind the student that good readers focus on understanding text as they read it.   

 c. Acknowledge where the reader has been doing that. 
  d.  Speakng with the student, summarize where it appears comprehension is breaking  
   down based on the patterns that have emerged during the interview.  
  e.  Ask the student what s/he could possibly do to prevent the break downs from  
   happening in the future.  If needed the teacher might offer some possibilities but try  

  to get the student to voice his/her own possible solutions. 
  f.  Choose one proposed solution and make it into a concrete plan by creating a sticky  

  note that has a list of 3-5 steps on using the new solution.   
  
5. Provide guided practice opportunity in new text and assist student as needed.   
 

Cautions and Considerations 

  
 Oftentimes, teacher attribute poor comprehension to the idea that the student is simply 

reading too fast. However, it is essential that teachers resist the temptation to tell students 
who read quickly to “Slow down.”  Students need to continual increase the speed of 
reading (wcpm) throughout their elementary years in order to be able to process and 
comprehend larger and larger sentences and paragraphs.  Therefore, keep the discussion 
on what good readers do to increase their focus on understanding as they are reading text.   

 
Derived and adapted by R. Winters 

 
Reference 
 
Goodman, Y.M. (2014). Retrospective miscue analysis.  In K.S. Goodman and Y. M. Goodman 

(Eds.) Making sense of learners making sense of written language, 205-221. In Watson, C. 
J. & Burke, C. L. (1987).  Reading miscue inventory: From evaluation to instruction.  New 
York: Routledge.  

  



  

 

Strategy Lesson 24: Differentiated Content Area Language Experience 
 
The Language Experience Activity (LEA) was originally proposed as an approach to reading based upon 
student-created reading texts that were derived from immediate first-hand experience. The Differentiated 
Content Area Language Experience is an adaptation of the original LEA with en important change: it 
uses a read aloud session from a book chosen to build background knowledge on a content area topic. 

 
When to use the strategy: 
Use this strategy when required content area texts are beyond the instructional reading level of students, 

yet students need to learn information in specified areas while continuing to develop their own 
reading and language capabilities. 

 

Teaching the Strategy 
 

1. Identify the core information to be learned by all students around a given standard or 
objective and Identify the primary texts (articles, chapters, books, etc.) that will be used by 
students reading at grade level in order to extend and deepen the core information you will 
introduce to the whole class. Then Identify an alternative parallel that addresses the core 
information.  Do not hesitate to take the primary text to a library media specialist to ask for 
assistance in locating alternative texts.  

2. Teach by showing. On a given day, engage the whole class with a review of the prior days’ 
lessons, but presents it in a different format, such as a graph, table, collage of images, etc.   

3. Teach by extending. Provide a follow-up source of reinforcement, such as guided 
discussions, a video, or an experiment.. 

4. Deepen with discussion and “all-student writing.” Leads students to discuss the exension 
activity, and the ask each student to record something s/he contributed to the discussion or 
something s/he heard in the discussion. 

5. Set aside the last 20 minutes of the class period for content area reading. 
6. Differentiated Content Area Reading: Group A: Paired Partners. Those students wishing to 

engage in paired reading, use the on-grade reading text to read to the end of a page before 
turning to their partner to say something or ask something about what was just read. The 
paired students agree on a summary statement of some key points on the page and record 
the statement in notebooks. 

7. Differentiated Content Area Reading: Group B: Content Language Experience Lesson. 
Those students wishing to engage in a Content Area Language Experience Lesson join the 
teacher in a corner of the room who will be reading aloud from an alternative text source 
(article, book, textbook) that addresses parallel information to the on-grade level reading text 
that Group A is reading.  The teacher uses a say or ask something procedure with this group 
as well. However, this time she guides the group in shaping a summary statement after each 
page on an “experience chart”:  

 a. Guide the group to create a sentence about key points on the page. 
 b. Write the sentence where all students can see it, or type it using a projected computer. 
 c. Read the sentence aloud and invite students to read it aloud with you  
 d.  Continue in like fashion to end.  Then print a copy of the experience “chart” for  
  each student in the group, and pair students to practice reading it well with expression. 

 
Derived and adapted by R. Winters 
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